
 

 
How to manually install Drzewiecki Design X-Plane products (Mac, Linux, Windows) 

 

Although the Windows version of this product has a dedicated fully automatic installer, the Mac / Linux version 
requires a manual install, which is very easy to handle. All files are the same as in Windows version so you can 
manually install the product under Windows as well. Here is a complete instruction on how to perform it properly. 
Please note that for some products steps 3 and 4 are not required if mentioned files/folders do not exist.  

 
1. In our product’s *.ZIP file (where you have probably found this manual), there 

are several folders with scenery files. Simply move all those folders into your X-
Plane\Custom Scenery folder. On the right there is an example of the correct folder 

tree. Folders that should be moved into Custom Scenery folder start with “DD” or 
“ZZZ DD”. 

 
2. Remove the  file located in X-Plane\Custom Scenery folder. 

 
3. Customizing the product (f/e removing static aircraft). To customize the product open the 

X-Plane\Custom Scenery\[OurProductName]\INSTALLER\[custom feature name] folder and copy all folders 
located inside into  X-Plane\Custom Scenery. Overwrite when asked. This action will install all files related to the 
feature name. Sometimes features need to be combined so please pay attention to folder names which describe 
those feature. 
 
To install a different feature simply repeat the step above. 
 

4. Adding navigational aids. Copy all lines included in the file X-Plane11\Custom Scenery\[OurProductName] 

INSTALLER\earth_nav11.txt into the file named X-Plane 11\Custom Data\user_nav.dat into the bottom of the 
list, just above the line containing “99”. If there is no user_nav.dat available in the given directly you need to copy 
it from the X-Plane11\Custom Scenery\[OurProductName] INSTALLER folder. 
 

5. Install SAM Suite. You can download it from HERE or from the direct link. 

 
 
 
 

After completing all the steps the product will be installed correctly. Happy flying! 
 

 
Quick checks (if something goes wrong) 

 
 Ensure that you have removed all sceneries that can overlap our products (some may be installed by 

default – simply remove their folders from the Custom Scenery folder) 
 

 Ensure that all our product folders are higher on the  list than any other custom 
airport, custom mesh or custom photoreal scenery for that area (except for our “ZZZ DD” folder – if there 
is such - which should be placed on the bottom). 
 

 Double-check that in XP setting the Number of Objects parameter is set to medium or higher. Otherwise 
our objects will not be displayed. 
 

 If the problem still exists, please contact our support: LINK and attach the X-Plane\Log.txt and the 
XPlane\Custom Scenery\scenery_packs.ini file. 
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https://forums.x-plane.org/index.php?/files/file/59782-scenery-animation-manager-suite/
https://www.dropbox.com/s/8byluv7m1b06fch/SAM.zip?dl=1
http://drzewiecki-design.net/forum/index.php

